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WELCOME!
WELCOME to the BBBU Affiliate Information Packet. I’m excited that you’re
interested in learning more about how you can help promote the ultimate
university experience for bloggers who are trying to monetize (Bread &
Butter Blogging U).
As an affiliate, you have a very easy job: direct traffic into one of the
funnels that I’ve setup. I will take the wheel from there.
Since everything is evergreen, there is very little work or effort required on
your end. I’ve done my part to create seamless funnels that provide a
nurturing, value-filled experience for those who travel through them. I
combine education with tasteful sales pitches, which translates into high
conversion rates and happy customers. Win/win for all.
If you’re interested in joining the community of BBBU affiliates, I will
consider myself lucky to have you on board. My goal is to make you more
money. If you’re successful, I’m successful.
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APPLY TO BE AN AFFILIATE
Ready to become an affiliate? Submit an application here:
http://breadandbutterblogging.com/affiliate-area

When you submit your application, I will receive a notice and manually
approve you. Once you are approved, you’ll be able to login to your
account and access your unique affiliate link.
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ACCESS AFFILIATE CREATIVES
I’ve created easy-to-use creatives (images and graphics) that will help to
make the promotion process that much easier for you.
Go to your affiliate area creatives section.

In the creatives section, you’ll find lots of images that you can feel free to
download and use.
You’ll also find pre-programmed code that you can copy and paste. The
great thing is that your affiliate link is already included in this code so it’s
ready to go (see red rectangle below).

Don’t see a creative that you need or want? You are 100% free to create
anything you’d like. If you want an image that uses your brand colors to
better fit your site, that is totally okay.
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ABOUT THE MEMBERSHIP
Bread & Butter Blogging University (BBBU) is the ultimate blogger
university, equipped with all of the tools, resources and support to help any
blogger in any niche turn their ordinary site into a profitable source of
income (i.e. their bread & butter income).
BBBU is accessible to any “member” who pays their monthly membership
fees.
WHAT’S INCLUDED IN BBBU?
1. Unlimited courses
Typically when bloggers decide to enroll in educational programs that relate
to blogging, or digital marketing, they buy one course at a flat rate. This one
course teaches on one particular subject.
BBBU revolutionizes the education of bloggers all over the web by offering
a multitude of courses on many different topics. Each month, new courses
and programs will be added. Additionally, any outdated course material will
be updated as trends change with time.
Example courses include:
● SEO
● Influencer marketing
● How to Guest Post like a Pro
● Pinterest Unpuzzled
● Email List Building
● Webinar Mania
● How to Setup a Tripwire offer
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And the list goes on.
If one were to sell these courses individually, they’d charge upwards of
$197 for each. Members get access to all of them for just a small fee each
month.
2. Resource & Template Library & Recordings
The benefits of BBBU don’t just end with the wide array of courses.
Members also get access to a juicy template library filled with:
● Professional stock photography
● Template emails (copy, paste, fill in the blank and send)
● Spreadsheets
● Template sales funnels
The BBBU’s sole purpose is to streamline blogging for profit. The template
library plays a huge role in making this happen. If the wheel already exists,
there’s no reason to reinvent it. Members of the U get the luxury of viewing
templates from other successful bloggers so that they can take what works,
make it their own, and realize their own success.
Recordings include all previous webinars, all future webinars, in addition to
all Hot-Seat trainings (members get to sit in the hot seat once per month
and talk with me or another expert as we discuss their business, what’s
working, what’s not working, and what they should do next), and all Q&A
sessions.
3. The Community & Support therein
Members will get access to the members-only community on Facebook
where they’ll be able to network with one another, ask questions, provide
support, receive support, and engage during office hours. This is perhaps
the most critical component of the U as it allows engagement and
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discussion. BBBU isn’t an ordinary program. It’s a community. We’re going
to work together, help one another, and be each other’s best friends,
support systems, and confidants.
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COMMISSION/PAYOUT
For any course sales referred through your affiliate link, you will earn a flat
fee of $40. Since the membership is priced very low, the conversion rate is
very high (since I promote the heck out of it as if it is a high-ticket price).
You will be paid your earned commissions on the first of the month
after 30 days have passed (to ensure there are no cancellations).
For example, if you make a sale on January 18th, you will earn your
commission on March 1st.
All payments will be made through paypal.
As the price for BBBU increases, your referral rate may grow as well.
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THE WEBINAR CONVERSION FUNNEL:
Flow
Here’s how the flow works (all pages have your affiliate link embedded).
WEBINAR SIGN UP PAGE
Use your affiliate link to direct traffic to the sign up page, which will give
your subscribers immediate access to the webinar.
WEBINAR THANK YOU PAGE
Once signed up, the user is taken to the thank you page with a welcome
video. There is a timer on this page which will be counting down until the
moment the webinar access will expire. They will also get an email in their
inbox from me with their webinar ticket.
LIVE WEBINAR PAGE
$47/month (no setup fee of $97). Anyone who buys during the webinar will
get a 20 minute welcome and strategy call with me during their first month
in BBBU. There is a link to the payment page.
PAYMENT PAGE
The payment page includes an enrollment form for BBBU. There is a
countdown timer on this page (it is in sync with the timer on the live webinar
page). When the webinar expires, this payment page will also expire.

**IF YOU ARE A VISUAL PERSON, YOU CAN VIEW THE WEBINAR
FLOW ON THE NEXT PAGE.
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THE WEBINAR CONVERSION FUNNEL:
Want to host an event live with me?
Live events are awesome - lots of engagement and gives that personal
touch which can translate to higher conversion rates.
If you want to host a Live JV webinar with me, please note that you must
have over 1000 people on your email list and your target audience must
relate to blogging for profit. If you do not meet this criteria it will be hard to
get the number of sign ups necessary to justify the amount of time and
work a live event requires from both of us.
That’s okay, though. No matter what, you can still opt to go through the
evergreen webinar conversion funnel route.
If you’re interested in setting up a live JV webinar and you have over 1000
people on your email list, please email me at info@edenfried.com and
we will get started.
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THE WEBINAR CONVERSION FUNNEL:
Stats
LIVE WEBINAR:
When I hosted this webinar live to my warm audience, it had a 30%
conversion rate.
JV WEBINAR:
This JV webinar converts at 10%, which is very high considering even a 3%
conversion rate to a cold audience is remarkable.
WHAT DOES THIS MEAN FOR YOU?
Let’s say you get 300 people to signup. 150 of them will show up live
(usually there’s a 50% attrition rate). 10% of those who who show, will
actually buy. 10% of 150 is 15. That’s 15 sign ups with a $40 commission
rate, which equals $600 in commision.
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THE WEBINAR CONVERSION FUNNEL:
Affiliate Link
In order to go through the webinar conversion funnel, you’ll need to have a
unique affiliate link setup for the webinar sign up page.
Here’s what you do:
Take this link:
https://breadandbutterblogging.com/make-money-2018-webinar/
Insert it into your affiliate dashboard.

If you want, you can name the campaign something like “evergreen
webinar funnel”.
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Click generate campaign. Your referral link will be generated.
This is the link that you need to use when sharing the webinar.
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THE WEBINAR CONVERSION FUNNEL:
Emails
You do not need to send all of these emails or even any of these emails.
These are just a starting point for you to make it very simple to get setup.
Please feel free to change these emails to better fit your tone and style.
Ideally, you’ll add this emails to an automated email sequence that your
subscribers get. This will allow all of your future email subscribers to get
this invitation to the free webinar, meaning that you’ll have a constant flow
of traffic into the affiliate webinar conversion funnel (autopilot sales for you).

AUTOMATION TAGS TO CREATE:
1. Create an automation that allows people to say they don’t want to
hear about the webinar again (this will lower the unsubscribe rate)
2. Track clicks of the people who clicked to sign up for the webinar (this
will allow you to send a second invitation email and exclude all people
who clicked this invitation link)

Email 1
Subject: [free webinar] make money in 12 months for sure!
Date to send: Include in auto responder series whenever
Hi [first name],
You’re itching to make money on your blog, right?
Chances are, you probably fall into one of these categories
1) You had big goals to make money in in the past but you fell short
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2) You’ve made a little bit of money here and there but nothing consistent, you don’t know how
to make it more consistent but you know you want to!
3) You’ve consistently brought in a bit of money, but you’re not sure how to level up your
business and create the automated systems that will enable you to get there
My first message to you: YOU’RE NOT ALONE.
My second message to you: you really need to tune into this workshop that I am hosting with my
good friend Eden (from EdenFried.com).
The details:
● Title:”3 Secrets to Ensure Your Blog Will Actually Turn a Profit in the Next 12
Months”
● Date: You will get immediate access to the webinar when you enroll
● Link to register: [insert your link]
During this webinar, Eden is going to walk you through the exact steps to setup a framework
that will enable you to turn a profit on your blog.
So if you’re feeling a bit unsure about this next 12 months, you’re scared about wasting any
more time or money, and you’re serious about making profitable blogging your focus for 2018…
this is for you.
I’m so excited for this and I hope you are, too!
If you’re “in” and ready to hustle, sign up here:
[insert link]
Thank you!
[your name]
P.S. if you skimmed to the end, the short version is that I’m hosting an AMAZING workshop with
my friend Eden called “3 secrets to ensure your blog turns a profit in the next 12 months”. If you
want in… sign up here [link].
Click here if you don’t want to hear about this webinar again (insert automation tag)

Email 2
SUBJECT: 3 secrets to $$ blogging
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DATE TO SEND: whenever
EXCLUDE: People who opted to not hear about the webinar, people who already clicked the
first invitation link
Hi [first name],
Last week I mentioned a webinar that my good friend Eden from EdenFried.com is hosting.
I couldn’t help but mention it to you again since I noticed you didn’t take advantage of the first
opportunity! It would be terrible if you missed this, trust me.
The webinar is called “3 Secrets to Ensure Your Blog Will Actually Turn a Profit in the Next 12
Months” [link].
The details:
● Date: you’ll get instant access when you enroll (how amazing is that?
● Link to register: [insert your link]
I’m so pumped for this webinar since it really couldn’t come at a better time.
It’s the beginning of the year.
It’s time not only to set grand goals but also to take action.
Gone are the days of just “saying” you’re going to do something.
It’s time to actually DO.
If you do what you’ve always done, you’re going to get the same results. If you want different
results, you need to do something different.
And that’s why I really hope you’ll join me for this live workshop.
It will last just about an hour and it’s filled (trust me) with highly actionable information that will
not only change your perspective, but give you the fuel you need to get moving.
Ready to take action?
Save your seat for the webinar right here [link].
I’ll see you next week.
Your name
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P.S. if you skimmed to the end, the short version is that my friend Eden is hosting a workshop
called “3 secrets to ensure your blog turns a profit in the next 12 months”. If you want in… sign
up here [link].
Click here if you don’t want to hear about this webinar again (insert automation tag)

Email 3
SUBJECT: Poor time spend… it could kill your blog.
DATE TO SEND: whenever
EXCLUDE: People who opted to not hear about the webinar, people who already clicked
Hi [first name],
It’s hard to blog for a profit.
It’s hard to learn all the things you need to learn and to manage to squeeze all of your to-do list
items into a 24 hour day, especially when you have other life obligations.
Every single second you spend working on your blog and building your business needs to be
spent in a very strategic way.
Because in the end, if you’re just wasting time, you’re also wasting opportunity and you’re
prolonging your road to success.
That’s why at least some of the time you have needs to be spent learning how to maximize your
time… learning how to be better.
If you want to learn what to focus on in the next 12 months, I hope you’ll join me for this exciting,
interactive workshop.
The details:
● Title: 3 Secrets to Ensure Your Blog Turns a Profit in the Next 12 Months
● Date: you’ll get instant access when you enroll
● Link to register: [insert your link]
I hope you’ll join me!
Hit reply if you’re going!
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Your name
P.S. if you skimmed to the end, the short version is that my friend Eden is hosting a workshop
called “3 secrets to ensure your blog turns a profit in the next 12 months”. If you want in… sign
up here [link].

Email 4
SUBJECT: last chance for a free workshop
DATE TO SEND: 2 days before the webinar
EXCLUDE: People who opted to not hear about the webinar, people who already clicked
Hi [first name],
Alright, it’s your last chance to sign up for the free webinar: “3 Secrets to Ensure Your Blog Will
Actually Turn a Profit in the Next 12 Months” [link].
I promise I would not have sent you so many messages about this if I didn’t think it was actually
something that you’d benefit from astronomically.
This webinar was created to help people exactly like you make sure without a doubt that you’ll
not only achieve your goals in the next 12 months, but you’ll also exceed your expectations.
We’re going to make sure you turn a significant profit this year.
Let’s make it happen. Ready?
The details:
● Date: you’ll get instant access to the workshop when you enroll
● Link to register: [insert your link]
You won’t want to miss this. And you’ll WANT to make sure you show up live. There’s a major
bonus if you do!
Your name
P.S. if you skimmed to the end, the short version is that my friend Eden is hosting a workshop
called “3 secrets to ensure your blog turns a profit in the next 12 months”. If you want in… sign
up here [link].
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THE WEBINAR CONVERSION FUNNEL:
Alternatives to Email
Not interested in sending a whole new email to your subscribers? No
problem, my friend. Here are some additional ideas for you.
THANK YOU PAGE LINK
Chances are, you have a thank you page (or several) that your new
subscribers land on when they’re done signing up for something.
You can include a link to sign up for this webinar right on the sign up page.
See an example below:

Make sure you embed your affiliate link in the “access now” button and that
you have the proper disclosure.
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SIMPLE P.S. AT THE END OF YOUR EXISTING EMAILS
This is very simple. If you already have a solid autoresponder series and
don’t want to tamper with it too much, simply add a P.S. at the end of an
existing email.
Example:
P.S. My friend Eden is hosting a free workshop on how to ensure
your blog turns a profit in the next 12 months. Want in? Click here to
save your seat [insert affiliate link].
Super simple, am I right?

SHARE PINS ON PINTEREST
In your affiliate packet, you have access to template pins that you can use.
When you share these pins to your boards and to group boards, be sure to
use your affiliate link for the webinar sign up page. Example pins (feel free
to create your own):
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ADD A WIDGET TO YOUR SIDEBAR!
Go to the creatives section of your affiliate dashboard. You’ll find a sidebar
widget there that you can simply copy and paste into a widget section! It is
super easy and it’s already embedded with your affiliate link.
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